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Established in 2020

Simplified and instant insurance solutions

Technology-driven process 

Avon is our insurance partner broker for obtaining

competitive quotes from insurance companies

Over 300k+ active customers’ database
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Our vision is to make the best insurance reachable to
each and every customer in the country. To achieve
this, we need to take care of the individuals who can
make this possible during the journey in the best
possible manner. We have an open, friendly and
collaborative work culture with a flat organization
structure so that the group can fully focus on their
work and provide the most value to our clients.

Our mission is to simplify the insurance
industry and make it easy for our clients
and make it accessible to everybody.
We understand the various nitty gritty
of the complex insurance world, and
use sophisticated technology to simplify
the process, advise and educate our clients,
helping them to make the best decision on
the best suited insurance product for them.

Mission

Vision
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  INSURANCE AGGREGATOR

Insurance aggregators in UAE and their impact, Is the aggregator appropriate for you?
The word aggregator is basically a group of an independent agency or an association that gathers data from different
organizations and places it on a single digital platform. In simple words, an aggregator collects and provides the data of
numerous Insurance companies at a single online portal. This makes the task of finding insurance less difficult for the
purchaser, as they need not surf around sites applying for quotes which can be an extremely tedious exercise.

Benefits of choosing a Web Aggregator.
Purchasing insurance online aggregators are truly authentic.
The customers can buy the policies from anywhere.
Web aggregator is swifter in functioning. It saves time and effort.
Provide innovative solutions in order to meet customers' queries.
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Our Team

  

 
 

Chairman
Pramod Bothra
Pramod Bothra is Experienced Director with a demonstrated history of working in the proprietary trading and HFT industry. 
Skilled in Derivatives, ETFs, Institutional Sales, Risk, Trading Systems, Trading and Hedge Funds. Strong business

 

development professional with a Manage- ment Accountant's degree focused on Hedge Funds and Capital Markets. He 
has founded companies like Evermore Stock Brokers Ltd & Evermore Commodity Brokers Ltd (Member NSE, BSE, Mcx, 
MCX-SX, NCDEX), Evermore Global Singapore Pte Ltd (Member: SGX) Nextgen Global (Member DGCX). He is the chairman of 
Avon Insurance Brokers LLC. With diverse expertise in different financial service industries, his guidance has transformed 
Avon with new modern technology which has helped Avon to grow and save costs in serving clients immensely. He has 
also co-founded "Yalla Insure" which is an online insurance aggregator platform and Automated Trading Softtech Ltd 
which is activity creating solution for Insurance brokers in India and IJAE. He is an Associate member of Institute of Cost 
and Management Accountants of India (ICMA), CMA(USA) and IPE(Austra1ia).

Director-Strategy
Shubham Somani
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Shubham Somani is an experienced professional who is involved in financial 
markets, industrial activities and investments of various businesses.
Also, he  is a Lead investor in Yalla insure. He is an MSc. In Finance from

Manchester Business school,  United Kingdom.  



 
 

Our Team
 Executive Director & COO

Vinayy Premkumar
  Vinayy has over 18 years of diversified experience with leading organizations. He has worked with senior leadership teams on 

strategic initiatives aimed to grow and reshape businesses. He has been an SME/Commercial banker with successful stints at 

American Express, Standard Chartered, Emirates Bank International, and Mashreq Bank. A dynamic results-oriented leader 

and original thinker with a proven performance record in delivering successful results in multidimensional assignments. His 

analysis and insights and team approach to drive organizational improvements and implement best practices, and motivate 

staff to peak performance. Vinayy is an MBA in Marketing from India.
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Associate Director - Marketing & Sales
Shubhneet Jain

Shubhneet is an Associate Director - Marketing & Sales at Yalla Insure and oversees business, 

strategy and brand development of the company. Shubhneet is a seasoned and multi-skilled 

professional with over 6 years of diversified experience with leading organizations. He has 

worked with multiple teams on marketing initiatives aimed to grow and reshape businesses. He 

has previously worked as a Business Head for a bubble tea company based in London. He has 

also worked with multiple organisations like Cognizant, Times Internet, Beiersdorf (Nivea).

core expertise is in Strategy & Planning, Digital Marketing, Content Marketing.

Shubhneet is a Msc. in Marketing from Birmingham Business School, United Kingdom.
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Partner Network
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CONTACT LOCATION

Office B 3904, 3905, Latifa Towers,
Sheikh Zayed Road, P.O. Box 29069, Dubai, UAE

POLICY ISSUED BY AVON INSURANCE BROKERS LLC INSURANCE AUTHORITY NO. 116
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